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Abstract: Historical maps constitute an essential information for investigating the ecological and

landscape features of a region over time. The integration of heritage maps in GIS models requires their

digitalization and classification. This paper presents a semi-automatic procedure for the digitalization

of heritage maps and the successive filtering of undesirable features such as text, symbols and

boundary lines. The digitalization step is carried out using Object-based Image Analysis (OBIA) in

GRASS GIS and R, combining image segmentation and machine-learning classification. The filtering

step is performed by two GRASS GIS modules developed during this study and made available as

GRASS GIS add-ons. The first module evaluates the size of the filter window needed for the removal

of text, symbols and lines; the second module replaces the values of pixels of the category to be

removed with values of the surrounding pixels. The procedure has been tested on three maps with

different characteristics, the “Historical Cadaster Map for the Province of Trento” (1859), the “Italian

Kingdom Forest Map” (1926) and the “Map of the potential limit of the forest in Trentino” (1992), with

an average classification accuracy of 97%. These results improve the performance of classification

of heritage maps compared to more classical methods, making the proposed procedure that can be

applied to heterogeneous sets of maps, a viable approach.

Keywords: heritage maps; image classification; OBIA; map filtering; GRASS GIS

1. Introduction

Historical maps are available in many nations and regions of the world, and represent an

invaluable source of information in many fields [1,2].

Depending on the purpose for which the maps were conceived, historical maps are typically

reliable in terms of precision and spatial accuracy, thus they can usually be compared to modern maps

not only to make qualitative assessments but also to quantify the changes that have occurred in the
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past [3,4]. For example, in ecological studies, it is widely recognized that past land use affects present

biodiversity distribution and status [5–8], ecosystem service provision [9] and traditional ecological

knowledge [10]. Thus, the present structure and the ecological dynamics of the landscape in an area

can be understood only having a profound knowledge of the land use changes previously occurred

in the region [4]. In addition, the interpretation of many of the results of contemporary ecological

analyses, including those obtained with field sampling, is more robust if considered in a framework

that includes past landscapes, underlining the importance of historical maps [11]. The same concepts

can be applied to many other disciplines or study areas like urban studies [12], geomorphology [13],

planning [14], social science and economic studies [15], anticipation [16] and history [17].

The use of GIS to spatially reconstruct past landscape changes during long periods by comparing

historical geographical data has been sharply increasing in the last few decades and different

approaches can be found in the literature dealing with different map scales and time extents [10,18,19].

The vast majority of this research relies on satellite imagery, aerial photographs and historical maps,

the latter being often the oldest documents available. Landsat images can date back to the 1970s,

aerial photographs at the national scale are sometimes available from the 1940s, although occasionally

single aerial photographs taken in earlier periods can be found. However, historical maps are the only

material that cover pre “remote sensing era” and can provide information from several past decades

or centuries back [3].

Before their use in a GIS, historical maps must be digitized, georeferenced, classified and possibly

post processed to filter unwanted features [20]. The digitalization of historical maps is usually carried

out manually by one or more operators who basically redraw the boundaries of the map and assign a

value to the features: this is time-consuming and prone to error tasks [3,4]. A rather comprehensive

list of challenges in the segmentation and classification of printed map can be found in [20,21]. Most

of the applications of these approaches have been developed for a specific set of maps or to extract

a specific land cover class [22]. This work aims to a more general extraction of land use/land cover

(LULC) classes from maps with very different features. Together with thematic maps created from

orthoimages [23] will form a comprehensive dataset (Trentinoland) for the study of the forest landscape

evolution in the last few centuries [24] in the Italian region of Trentino. Several techniques are available

for text extraction from printed documents [25], but they focus on the development of effective

document processing methods rather than map categories’ preservation.

This paper presents new map classification and filtering procedures based on Object-based Image

Analysis (OBIA) that have been implemented using GRASS GIS [26], developing new techniques

and software modules for text and symbol removal. GRASS GIS is the leading GIS Free and Open

Source Software (FOSS), used in research and education [27]. Its availability under the GNU GPL

license allows for the modification and adaptation of its code to a wide range of GIS applications; see,

e.g., [28–30].

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the maps used in the tests, Section 3 outlines

the processing steps for the map digitalization and the state of the art, Sections 4 and 5 illustrate the

segmentation and classification procedures, Section 6 describes the text removal method and its testing,

Section 7 reports the results of the tests and the conclusions and future developments are presented in

Section 8.

2. Test Maps

Three different maps have been used to test the effectiveness of the approach to historical map

digitalization proposed in this paper. These maps have been chosen because they represent typical

situations encountered when dealing with historical maps: the “Historical Cadaster Map for the

Province of Trento” is a 19th century hand-drawn map, the 1936 “Italian Kingdom Forest Map” is a

hand-drawn map on a printed base, and the 1992 “Map of the potential limit of the forest in Trentino”

is a printed map.
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The Historical Cadaster Map for the Province of Trento (Figure 1) is based on the Second Military

Survey of the Habsburg Empire [31], continuing the mapping effort started with the Royal Imperial

Patents of the 23rd of December of 1817 by Francis I, the first Emperor of Austria [32,33]. The survey for

the Trentino (South Tyrol) region has been carried out between 1855 and 1861 [33,34], using a projection

system centered at the Pfarrturm in Innsbruck. While its main purpose is mapping property boundaries,

the map contains not only the geometric description of the land units but also a representation of

natural boundaries and LULC, with specific distinction between agricultural uses. The map consists

of 13,297 map sheets approximately 52.68 × 65.85 cm wide, each covering 288 ha. They have been

digitized at 230 DPI, 24 bit color depth, with file sizes between 5 and 8 MB, georeferenced in the

ETRS89/UTM 32 N (EPSG 25832) datum and made available as a set of JPEG images [35], with JGW

word files, under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license [36]. The ground resolution of the

digital map is around 0.32 m.

Map geo-referentiation has been performed by the Cadaster Service (Servizo Catasto) of the

Provincia Autonoma di Trento using the four corners of each sheet as Ground Control Points (GCPs),

whose ETRS89/UTM 32 N coordinates have been previously determined. This process has achieved

an accuracy of 5–10 m, but it is possible to improve it locally, up to 1–2 m [37], by applying a successive

transformation using local GCPs. Supplementary information about the map and the underlaying

survey, such as surveying maps, cadastral borders descriptions, pictorial and geometric drawings,

cadastral monographs and triangulation points can be found on the HistoricalKat web site [34].

Sheet 385_11 Particular

Figure 1. Map sheet 385_11 (“Comune catastale di Terlago”) of the Historical Cadaster Map of the

Province of Trento.

The 1936 Italian Kingdom Forest Map (IKFM, “Carta Forestale della Milizia Forestale del Regno

d’Italia del 1936”) [38] (Figure 2) represents the forest extent and main species composition in the

whole Italian territory and parts of some surrounding countries in 1936 [3]. It is composed of 276

sheets hand-drawn on a printed 1:100,000 scale map. The base map is the Italian official map of

the time, developed by the Istituto Geografico Militare Italiano (IGMI, Italian Military Geografic

Institute). Ground surveys and field sampling have originally been carried out on 1:25,000 maps and

later transferred to the 1:100,000 maps. The original sheets have been scanned with a resolution of 400

DPI, resulting in 6650 × 5900 pixels images saved as TIFF files, approximately 112 MB each. The map

has been geo-referenced in the Italian national Rome 40 datum with Gauss-Boaga projection, in the

east or west zone (EPSG 3003 and 3004) depending on the location of the map sheet. The accuracy of

the coordinates has been estimated to be around 30 m, ground pixels size is around 6.5 m [3].

The IKFM categories describe species composition and silvicultural system with three macro

categories (conifers, broadleaves and “degraded forests”) and eight different categories, with some
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sub-categories related to forest system features for broadleaves. The main categories are Resinose

(Conifers), Faggio (Beech), Rovere e Farnia (Sessile oak and English oak), Cerro (Turkey oak), Sughera

(Cork oak), Castagno (Chestnut), Altre specie o misti (other species or mixed wood), and Boschi

degradati (Degraded forest). Details about forest classification in the IKFM can be found in [3].

Forest areas have been manually digitized in a previous project, creating approximately 63,000

vector polygons. The map, both in raster and vector format, is available on a dedicated web site [3],

with a WebGIS interface, under the Creative commons Attribution—Version 3.0 license.

Map sheet Particular

Figure 2. Map sheet of the 1936 Italian Kingdom Forest Map.

The “Map of the potential limit of the forest in Trentino” (MPLFT, “Carta del limite potenziale

del bosco in Trentino”) [39] (Figure 3) is a map published in 1992 by the Forest, Hunting and Fishing

Service (Servizio Foreste Caccia e Pesca) of the local government (Provincia Autonoma di Trento) in

Trentino. It is based on ground surveys carried out between 1987 and 1990 and represents forest areas

as polygons. Colored polygons have been printed with transparency on the 1:50,000 IGMI color map.

The original map is divided into small 23 × 23 cm sheets printed in colors using halftones.

The map sheets have been digitized with 600 DPI resolution and saved as TIFF files, approximately

60 MB each. The images have been geo-referenced using the coordinates of the kilometric grid

markings as GCPs, in their original ED50/UTM32N datum (EPSG 23032). Ground pixel size is 2.12 m.

The geo-referentiation process estimates an accuracy of the coordinates of 0.6 m, higher than the limit

due to the map scale. The map contains four classes: forest area (green), real potential [forest] area

(red), excluded potential [forest] area (orange) and area beyond the upper [forest] limit (yellow).

Specific classification methods, based on the application of an inverse halftoning scheme and a

classifier, have been developed for maps containing halftones [40], but tests described in this paper

show that, with a proper choice of segmentation parameters and training points, it is possible to

achieve satisfying results using OBIA.
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Map sheet Particular

Figure 3. Map sheet of the “Map of the potential limit of the forest in Trentino”.

One test sheet has been selected for each map, covering roughly the same area around the

village of Terlago, a few kilometers east of Trento, Italy. This area has been chosen because most

of the categories are present on the three maps, with a complex background which includes lakes

and villages.

3. Historical Map Digitalization

Map digitalization aims to create a vector or raster map reproducing geographic features

represented on a map image. The transformation from image to map allows for the application

of GIS methods to extract, combine and process the information provided by the map.

Unless the map image is already available in digital form, the first step in this process is the

scanning of the map, where parameters such as geometric (spatial sampling rate on the paper

map) and radiometric (bit depth) resolution, contrast, and brightness, influence the resulting digital

image properties. The scanning process can also introduce geometric distortions. The second step

consists of the map georeferentiation in the datum used for the processing. Different approaches

are possible [41,42], and the resulting geometric distortions must be evaluated to assess the spatial

accuracy of successive processing [43]. Maps used in this work are already available as georeferenced

images, therefore these processing steps are not discussed here. The maps have been digitized using

different parameters (datums, scan resolution, etc.) because the process has been carried out by

different organizations for different purposes. This fact allows for testing the classification and filtering

procedure on maps with different features.

Finally, geographic features must be identified and classified. Different techniques have been

developed: histogram thresholding, color space clustering, edge detection, region-based approaches,

artificial neural networks and semantic segmentation [20,44]. Aiming to extract LULC classes from

maps with very different features, the OBIA technique has been used for the classification, with the

segmentation of the maps using a region-based approach and successive segment classification using

machine learning. This approach differs from histogram thresholding and color space clustering

because, in these methods, spatial contiguity is not explicitly taken into account, from edge detection

techniques for the fact that they require an additional classification step and are usually performed

for gray-scale images, while neural network–based and semantic segmentation approaches require

extended training time and must be specialized for each specific type of map.

The flowchart of the processing chain of the proposed procedure for the classification and filtering

of historical maps is comprised of the following steps (Figure 4): optimal segmentation parameters

determination, segmentation, training set creation, classification, filtering and performance evaluation.
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the classification and filtering procedure.

4. Segmentation

Map digitalization can be achieved with different approaches to perform an LULC classification

of a digital map:

• Pixelwise, an algorithm classifies every single pixel of the image in an LULC category, using its

spectral signature;

• Object oriented, an algorithm creates “objects”, or cluster of adjacent pixels with a similar spectral

response, and then classifies the objects using their geometric and spectral features.

Both of these approaches have been extensively discussed in the literature, proving their

effectiveness and viability [45]. The choice of the family of the algorithm should be driven by the

resolution of the image or, in other words, what can be identified as an object on the image. In the

case of high resolution aerial images (pixel sizes of centimeters or meters), a building, a road or a

single tree are “objects” defined by a set of pixels part of the same structure. As the resolution gets

coarser (e.g., Landsat imagery with 30 m resolution), single objects become composed by less and less

pixels, until the dimension of the pixel itself becomes greater than the single object [46]. In the case of

high resolution images the pixelwise and object oriented approaches are both viable, but, for lower

resolution, a pixelwise approach is preferable [47].

The combinations of scan resolutions and original map scales of the historical maps studied in the

current work result in objects such as buildings and roads, but also text and symbols, to be represented

by a number of pixels large enough to use an object oriented approach. This choice is supported by

the comparison between object oriented classification and maximum likehood classification for a map

sheet of the cadaster map reported in [48].
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The first step in this approach is the creation of the objects themselves. Areas on the image

corresponding to objects are called segments and their creation is called segmentation. This is achieved

by using GRASS GIS i.segment module, which can perform the segmentation of an image using two

different approaches: a region-growing algorithm, used in this study, or a mean-shift algorithm [49].

Segmentation is the first step in the processing sequence that composes OBIA classification, and

its results affect all the further analysis; therefore, it must be carefully calibrated. Ideally, the result of

the segmentation creates a map where each segment corresponds to a geographical object on the map.

The region-growing algorithm used in this study requires two input parameters: a threshold value

and a minimum size value.

The threshold parameter, ranging between 0 and 1, defines the value of the (normalized) similarity

below which neighbor pixels are considered part of the same segment. Lowering the threshold value

makes the segmentation algorithm more sensitive to radiometric changes; for a threshold value of

0, the segmented maps are identical to the original maps since each pixel is considered a distinct

object [50]. A threshold value of 1 creates a single segment for the whole image, since all pixels are

considered similar. The minsize value is the minimum area in a pixel of a single segment [50]; smaller

segments are merged. It must be chosen small enough to allow the recognition of small objects but not

too small to avoid the division of larger objects into small segments that can cause problems during

the classification step.

Usually, the goodness of a segmentation is evaluated by the user with a visual assessment [51].

The problems with this approach are its subjectivity, which makes it difficult to quantify the result

quality, especially considering that a single image can contain more than a billion segments [51], and the

impossibility of its use in an automatic procedure. Different objective approaches have been developed

to avoid these problems, the solution described in [51] and implemented in GRASS’ i.segment.USPO

(Unsupervised Segment Parameter Optimization) module [52] has been used here. The module

provides an indication of the best combination of the threshold and minimum size parameters among

all their combinations chosen by the user indicating a search interval and step for each parameter. The

performance of the segmentation is evaluated using two indexes, intra-object variance weighted by

object size (VW) spatial autocorrelation (SA) [53]: VW measures the the homogeneity of the segment

and SA measures the difference between neighbor objects in terms of spectral response. The ideal

segmentation process should lead to a result where both of these indexes are at a maximum.

The algorithm used by i.segment.USPO normalizes VW and SA as follows [51]:

F =
Xmax − X

Xmax − Xmin
, (1)

where X represents either VW or SA, and F(X) is the normalized value of the analyzed index. A high

value (close to 1) for normalized VW indicates undersegmentation, i.e., segments are larger than objects

on the map, while a high value of normalized SA indicates the opposite effect, or oversegmentation,

i.e., segments are smaller than objects on the map. The module calculates a synthetic “overall goodness”

index either as a simple sum of the normalized VW and SA parameters [53] or as a function of the

twos [54]:

F = (1 + α
2)

ASnorm × VWnorm

α
2 × ASnorm + VWnorm

. (2)

F is a normalized function varying from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating a poor quality and 1 a good

quality segmentation, while α is a parameter set by the user to control the relative weight of SA

and VW [51]. While this index is effective in giving an unsupervised indication of the goodness of a

segmentation, the authors of the i.segment.USPO module recommend a visual check of the segmentation

results, especially in those areas where the objects represented are small, e.g., single trees in a wide

open area, to check the consistency of the final segmented map [51]. The use of i.segment.USPO can

be computationally intensive, since the module creates all the segment maps with all the possible
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parameter combinations indicated by the user: for this reason, it is possible to perform the test on sub

regions, selected as representative of the whole image.

For the test maps described in Section 2, the minimum segment size has been chosen to be

smaller than the smallest symbol (Table 1), since the correct separation and classification of text

and symbols is a fundamental requirement for their successive elimination described in Section 6.

This approach inevitably leads to oversegmentation of some area, but this effect is preferable to

undersegmentation [55,56] because the first situation can be corrected during the classification step,

contrary to the latter. The optimal threshold values have been determined applying the i.segment.USPO

with fixed minimum segment size to a region of each image where all the combinations of colors and

shapes are present.

Table 1. Values of the optimized segmentation parameters for the test maps. Minsize in pixels.

The optimization criteria is the sum of the normalized intra-object Variance Weighted by object size

(VW) and Spatial Autocorrelation (SA) parameters described in Section 4.

Map Threshold Minsize Optimization Criteria

Cadaster 0.06 20 1.283

IKFM 0.03 20 1.077

MPLFT 0.03 60 1.340

5. Classification

The second step of the OBIA is the classification of the segments. The supervised approach

requires the creation of a training map containing a set of training areas representative of the LULC

classes to be recognized. While it is possible to use any vector map containing areas, a procedure has

been set up so that training points instead of areas are used: the information about the LULC class is

transferred from each training point to the segment it falls into. The advantage of this approach is that

manually digitizing points instead of areas is remarkably faster and the process uses the geometry

of the segments created automatically. Furthermore, the process is independent from the segments

configuration, which can change if different parameters’ values are used in the segmentation step,

for example while testing the procedure.

The creation of vector segments and the evaluation of their radiometric and geometric features is

performed in GRASS by the i.segment.stats module [57]. Radiometric statistics include, for each image

band: min, max, range, mean, mean of absolute values, standard deviation, variance, coefficient of

variation, sum, sum of absolute values, first quartile, median, third quartile and the 90th percentile.

For the classification of the test maps, the mean, median, variance, first quartile and third quartile

have been used. Geometric attributes, calculated via the r.object.geometry module [58], include area,

perimeter, fractal dimension (FD), compact square (CS), and compact circle (CC), are described as:

FD = 2 ×
log(perimeter)

log(area + 0.0001)
, (3)

CS = 4 ×

√
area

perimeter
, (4)

CC =
perimeter

2 ×
√

π × area
. (5)

Only the fractal dimension, square ratio and circle ratio have been used for the classification of

the test maps because shape, rather than size, discriminates between segments belonging to different

LULC classes in these maps (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Details of the segments map for the cadaster map: the two segments in yellow, corresponding

to a building and a road section, have similar area and perimeter but different shape; therefore, fractal

dimension, square ratio and circle ratio facilitate their correct classification.

The training map is created extracting the segments containing training points and assigning

them their LULC class.

The final step for the classification is performed by the GRASS module v.class.mlR, which

combines GRASS and the R Caret library [59]. Five different classification techniques have been

used: k-nearest-neighbor classifier (k-NN), naive Bayesian classifier (NB), support vector machine

(SVM), multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and decision tree (DT). Each classifier assigns (“votes”) each

segment to an LULC class according to the descriptive parameters of the LULC classes provided by

the training areas [60]. Discordance is possible between the classifiers; therefore, a voting method is

applied [60]:

• Simple Majority Vote (SMV): all the classifiers have the same authority and the decision on the

LULC class of an object is determined by a majority vote;

• Simple Weighted Vote (SWV): the weight of the vote of each classifier in the decision process is

proportional to its accuracy in the identification of the class of the training areas;

• Best-Worst Weighted Vote (BWWV): as in the SWV process, all the classifiers are ranked according

to their accuracy; the worst voter is excluded from the voting process;

• Quadratic Best-Worst Weighted Vote (QBWWV): as in BWWV, but the weights of the best voters

are squared in order to give them more authority.

All the voting methods have been used for the classification of the test maps and the best one

has been selected by ranking the classification generated by the different voters according to their

overall accuracy and Cohen’ Kappa values, evaluated against a reference map using the r.kappa GRASS

module. The classes corresponding to text, symbols and boundary lines have been removed in the

final digitized maps.

6. Text and Symbol Removal

Text and symbol recognition techniques on images, technical drawings and maps have been

researched for a long time [61], but new approaches have been proposed in recent years [21,25,62].

The general problem of text/non-text separation is relevant for a wide range of documents, such as

manuscripts, images and video, in every situation in which a semantic analysis is used to index and

rank them. Text/non-text separation is usually performed by the classification of features on the image
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in text and non-text classes. This classification can be done at the pixel level, using only the radiometric

information, or at feature level, using radiometric and morphological, shape-based, information [25].

The latter approach allows the use of additional information, such as texture, which can be derived

from pixels’ radiometric information.

For images and video text/non-text, separation is performed with a step-wise approach, which

separates text detection and recognition phases, or an integrated approach [63]. The first method

uses segmentation to extract features belonging to strings, while integrated techniques use characters

recognition procedures.

Text/non-text separation for technical drawings and for maps presents some common

characteristics, but for drawings the focus is on the detection of symbols, their localization and the

identification of their connections [64] after image binarization, with the creation of specific tools [65].

A survey of techniques for text/non-text separation on maps can be found in [25]: methods

described there are mostly based on the combination of pixelwise classification and thresholding

and the application of filter rules based on a priori knowledge of the morphological features of the

characters, symbols and lines to recognize. Other approaches include binarization and template

matching [66,67], “text areas” detection and the application of standard optical character recognition

(OCR) software [68], or the use of a tailored connected component analysis and segmentation [69].

An assessment of the possible results of the application of text detection techniques and OCR can

be found in [70]. A different approach has been used for the digitalization of historical map with a

focus on the separation of land use classes in [22], with the removal of text, symbols, and lines by

a pre-process step with dilation, median and low-pass filtering before an unsupervised pixelwise

classification using a k-means algorithm.

In this research, a new technique has been developed for text, symbols and lines removal from

classified maps, substituting the category of their pixels with the category of the surrounding pixels.

The input map must contain one or more categories corresponding to the text, symbols and lines to

remove; therefore, images representing maps must be classified beforehand. If text, symbols, and

lines correspond to different categories—for example, because the map contains text strings with

different colors or different sets of symbols—two approaches are possible: either all the categories

corresponding to text, symbols and lines to be removed are reclassified in a single category or the

procedure is applied interactively to the sequence of categories to be removed. The results can be

different for the two approaches because the application of the procedure to one category can influence

the application to the successive ones.

The procedure applies a low pass filter [71] to pixels of the category to remove, substituting their

values with those of the surrounding pixels. A moving window assigning the mode of the values to

the central pixel is used to remap its value to one of the existing discrete categories. A binary map

containing only the category to be removed, with all other pixels being set to NULL, is used for the

identification of the pixels to which to apply the procedure. The process is iterated until no pixel of the

category to remove is left.

This procedure has been implemented in a new GRASS GIS [26] module, r.fill.category [72]. The

user controls the process by setting the neighborhood size in pixels and the maximum number of

iterations. The neighborhood size sets the size of the moving window used to evaluate the mode of

the values to assign to pixels of the category to be replaced. It is possible to keep the maps created

at each iteration; by default, maps generated at each iteration are removed as soon as they are used

to save space. The module is also able to combine the maps for each iteration as frames of an MPEG

animation. The module is available as a GRASS add-on in the standard repository under the GNU

General Public License (>=v2).

The size of the moving window used by the r.fill.category module must be larger than half the

minimum number of pixels separating two sides of the text/symbol segment to replace; otherwise, the

mode of the values in the moving window inside the area is equal to the category to remove; therefore,

pixels values are left unchanged. Larger filter sizes lead to a smaller number of iterations and faster
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processing time, but can lead to the substitution of the pixels values with values of pixels far from the

segment. Tests have been carried out to evaluate how the filter size influences the number of iterations

and the processing time needed to remove all the pixels of a given class. The r.fill.category module

has been applied to the two images in Figure 6: both images are 100 × 100 pixels with an inner 20 ×

20 square, but the first one has an uniform background, while the second image is divided into four

different quadrants with different values.

Binary image Image with four different quadrants

Figure 6. Synthetic 100 × 100 images used for the tests. The image on the left has value 1 on the inner

20 × 20 square and 0 outside, the image on the right has values from 1 to 4 clockwise starting from the

top left quadrant and 0 in the inner square.

The number of iterations and the time needed to remove the inner square of 20 × 20 pixels

depending on the filter size is shown in Figure 7 for the first image and Figure 8 for the second one.
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Figure 7. Number of iterations and processing time needed to remove a 20 × 20 pixels square on a

binary 100 × 100 image depending on the filter size.
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Figure 8. Number of iterations and processing time needed to remove a 20 × 20 pixels square depending

on the filter size on a 100 × 100 image with background with different values for the four quadrants.

As expected, the size of the filter is fundamental in determining the number of iterations and

processing time: for the binary image, the number of iterations increases ten-fold while processing time

quadruples passing from a 29 × 29 to a 11 × 11 filer size, while, for the image divided in quadrants, both

the number of iterations and the processing time increase five-fold. The complexity of the background
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also plays a major role, with more than double the amount of iterations and processing time needed to

remove the central square in the case of background with different categories. This is obviously due to

the slower convergence in the evaluation of the mode value in the case of mixed background.

Tests have been carried out to determine how the shape of a single character influences the

number of iterations needed to remove the text. Images containing single characters in the Garamond

font with 10 pt size, occupying approximately 20 × 20 pixels, both lower and upper-case have been

created. The results of the application of 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 filters to lower and upper-case characters are

shown in Figures 9 and 10. The variability of the number of iterations required to remove different

characters of the same font and the same size is evident. For lowercase characters, the number of

iterations required for their complete removal ranges from 3 for the r letter to 13 for the letter a, using a

3 × 3 filter (Figure 9, left). With a wider 5 × 5 filter (Figure 9, right), not only the number of required

iterations drops, as expected, but the character requiring the most iterations changes as well. The r

character remains one of the faster to remove, and the characters a, e, w, and x are still the slowest,

but, for the 5 × 5 filter characters, d and p are removed in two iterations like most of the other letters,

while they are in the slowest group for the 3 × 3 filter. For the uppercase characters, a 3 × 3 filter

size (Figure 10, left) requires 23 iterations for the removal of the Q character, whereas the I character

needs only 7. Increasing the filter size from 3 × 3 to 5 × 5 not only decreases the number of iterations

from 23 to 4, but it also changes the character needing the higher number of iterations: the maximum

corresponds to the M character (4 iterations), while the minimum still corresponds to the I character

(2 iterations). As expected, the complexity of the character shape plays an essential role in the number

of iterations needed for its removal.
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Figure 9. Number of iterations needed to remove 10 pt, occupying approximately 20 × 20 pixels,

lowercase characters with a 3 × 3 (left) and a 5 × 5 (right) filter. The single bar segment indicates the

number of pixels removed from the character in each iteration. Iteration 0 indicates the number of

initial pixels for each character.
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Finally, tests have been carried out on strings and symbols extracted from a historical map.

The map used is part of the output of the classification of the Historical Cadaster Map for the Province

of Trento, for a different map sheet than that digitized for this paper: the map and the methods used for

text, symbols and lines classification are described in [48]. The removal technique has been applied to

the original map (Figure 11, left) and to a binary map created by extracting the category corresponding

to text, symbols and lines (Figure 11, right). The small trees and their shadows in the top left corner

are symbols used to represent forest coverage and must be removed.

Original background Binary background

Figure 11. Test map containing text, symbols and lines from the classification of a real map. The left

map has the original categories, the right one has been binarized with value 1 for text, symbols and

lines and 0 for all other categories.

The removal process for the original, non binary, map is shown in Figure 12: the procedure

correctly replaces the category of pixels belonging to text, symbols and lines with the category of the

surrounding pixels.

Original map Iteration 2

Iteration 9 Final map

Figure 12. Text, symbol and lines removal with 23 × 23 filter: original map, map after two and nine

iterations and the final map, with all text, symbols and lines removed, after 24 iterations.
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Figure 13 describes the number of iterations needed to remove text, symbols and lines for the

original map and the binary one. The procedure applied to the original map does not remove all the text

strings for filter sizes below 21, while with the binary background a filter size of 11 is already effective.
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Figure 13. Number of iterations needed to remove the text for and historical map (Figure 11), with the

original background (left) and after binarization (right), using different filter sizes.

Different filter sizes generate slightly different maps because the value of the mode can change.

This is significant where text, symbols and lines are surrounded by pixels of mixed categories.

This effect is visible in Figure 14 where the output map for the smallest and largest filter sizes used in

the tests are compared.

Original map Filter size 21 × 21

Filter size 39 × 39 Pixels with different categories for the two filter sizes

Figure 14. Output difference between 21 × 21 and 39 × 39 filter sizes: original map, output for the

21 × 21 and 39 × 39 filters and map of pixels with category difference between the two.

As a general indication, if the aim is to replace the category of text, symbols and lines with the

categories of the surrounding pixels, smaller filter sizes provide better outcomes.

A new GRASS GIS module, r.object.thickness [73], has been created to estimate the smallest filter

size needed to entirely remove text, symbols and lines on a map. The module finds the median line for

each area to be removed, creates transects perpendicular to the median lines, and intersects them with

the areas (Figure 15). The length of each transect is evaluated, and the minimum, maximum and mean
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values are reported, both in map units and number of pixels. The number of pixels can be used to set

the minimum filter width by using its half value plus one. The module is available as a GRASS add-on

in the standard repository under the GNU General Public License (>=v2).

For the test map of Figure 11, the module estimates a maximum transect length of 13.09 m in

map units, which, combined with the map resolution of around 0.32 m, corresponds to a maximum

length of 41 pixels: the minimum filter size to remove all text, symbols and lines is 21 pixels. This

value coincides with the minimum empirically found during the tests for the original (non-binary)

map. The application of the module to the binary image containing a square (Figure 7 left) correctly

returns as maximum value the length of the sides, 20 pixels.

Vector map Median lines in green

Transects in blue Transects inside text, symbols and lines in red

Figure 15. Procedure for the evaluation of the minimum filter size to remove all the text, symbols and

lines: original vector map, median lines, transects and transects inside text, symbols and lines’ areas.

In this application, text and symbols are treated as noise that must be removed, but the use is

planned of these features as information for the automatic creation of map labels as points in a vector

map. The word spotting technique [74] will be tested with the query-by-string (QBS) approach [62,75],

using the available list of toponyms as input. This approach has already been tested for maps, but text

portions on the maps are obtained through image binarization [76,77], usually applying Otsu’s global

thresholding [78], rather than segmentation, and the focus is on words recognition rather than the

separation of areas and labels on the map. Recent developments in character grouping in topographic

maps [79] can be applied to accomplish the automatic creation of a label vector layer.

7. Results

The segmentation, classification and filtering methods outlined in Sections 4–6 have been applied

to the maps described in Section 2.

The application of the segmentation parameters’ optimization technique described in Section 4

to the three test maps, using the simple sum of the normalized VW and SA as optimization criteria,

has given the results in Table 1. The minsize parameter values have been chosen to match the different

sizes of text and symbols that have to be removed after the classification on each map. The results of

the application of the Unsupervised Segment Parameter Optimization (USPO) for the optimal threshold

determination reflect the features of the maps: the value is higher for the cadaster map because the
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map, completely hand-drawn, presents more variable colors for the same LULC even inside a single

segment. The IKFM and MPLFT maps have more uniform colors; therefore, a lower value of the

threshold is already effective in separating the segments.

The classification of the test maps has been carried out using the LULC classes of Table 2.

Table 2. Land use/land cover (LULC) classes for the test maps: 1859 cadaster map (a), 1936 Italian

Kingdom Forest Map (IKFM) (b) and 1992 Map of the Potential Limit of the Forest in Trentino

(MPLFT) (c).

(a) Cadaster

Class Description

1 Forest
2 Crop land
3 Meadows
4 Pasture
5 Buildings
6 Roads
7 Gardens
8 Tracks
9 Water bodies

10 Map frame
11 Boundaries
12 Black text
13 Red text
14 Black lines
15 Red lines

(b) IKFM

Class Description

1 Conifers
8 Beech tree

20 Chestnut
23 Other species
24 Degraded forest
30 Background
31 City blocks
32 Brown text
33 Black symbols
34 Brown lines
35 Contour lines
36 Blue lines
37 Purple lines

(c) MPLFT

Class Description

1 Forest
2 Real potential [forest]
3 Excluded potential [forest]
4 Beyond [forest] limit
5 Water
6 Buildings
7 Background
8 Roads
9 Black text

10 Blue text
11 Black lines
12 Blue lines
13 Contour lines
14 Purple lines
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For the cadaster map, LULC classes 1–11 have been set according to the classes of the original

map, and the last four classes represent text and lines that are removed in the filtering step. Classes

1–24 of the IKFM correspond to the classes of the original map, and classes above 30 are filtered. For the

MPLFT map, classes 1–4 match the classes of the original map, and classes 6–14 are eliminated after

the classification.

The method described in Section 6 has been applied to the classified maps using the

r.object.thickness module, obtaining the minimum, mean and maximum thickness of the objects to be

removed (Table 3). The filter size, used for the application of the r.fill.category module, is given by the

smallest odd number larger than half the thickness in pixels. For the cadaster map, a filter size of

53 pixels instead of 51 has been used to account for possible approximations in the evaluation of the

maximum thickness, very close to 102 pixels.

Table 3. Evaluation of the thickness of the objects to be removed and the corresponding filter size.

Map Min Mean Max Filter Size

Cadaster
[m] 0.004318 1.625650 32.705302

[pixel] 0.013467 5.070013 101.999999 53

IKFM
[m] 0.004409 59.438563 1249.561948

[pixel] 0.000678 9.135900 192.061727 97

MPLFT
[m] 0.004493 10.868955 276.521482

[pixel] 0.002118 5.122713 130.329011 67

Maps have been filtered with r.fill.category using the filter sizes in Table 3, with four iterations for

the cadaster map, 15 for the IKFM and four for the MPLFT map.

The results of the classification and filtering procedures are shown in Figures 16–18, while Table 4

reports the assessment of their accuracy. The colors of the digitized maps are chosen to mimic the

colors of the corresponding classes on the original maps.

Digitized map Digitized map after text, symbols and lines removal

Figure 16. Digitized maps for the sheet 385_11 sheet of the Historical Cadaster Map of the Province of

Trento, “Comune catastale di Terlago”, Simple Weighted Vote (SWV) voting system.

The classification of the cadaster map provides good results, despite the fact that the map is

hand-drawn because objects, text, lines and symbols are well separated. This facilitates the filtering

phase. Some artifacts are due to the JPEG compression. It is also possible to create a map with

distinct cadaster parcels with LULC classes as attributes combining the classified map with the map of

the segments.
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Digitized map Digitized map after text, symbols and lines removal

Figure 17. Digitized maps for the Italian Kingdom Forest Map (IKFM) (particular), SWV voting system.

The classification of the IKFM gives positive results, taking into account the complexity of the

background and the fact that forest areas are hand-drawn, with frequent overlapping features or

gaps [3]. This map is the more difficult to classify and the filtering step takes considerably longer with

respect to the other two maps.

Digitized map Digitized map after text, symbols and lines removal

Figure 18. Digitized maps for the Map of the potential limit of the forest in Trentino (MPLFT)

(particular), Best-Worst Weighted Vote (BWWV) voting system.

The classification of the MPLFT produces satisfactory results, even more so considering it uses

halftones; therefore, colors are very mixed. Filtering text, symbols, and lines is fast, but some noise is

left from the misclassification of some segments belonging to these classes.

The digitized maps have been checked against control maps created by manually digitizing

the LULC classes areas. Only LULC classes representing forest have been digitized for the IKFM

and MPLFT maps. Cohen’s Kappa and the overall accuracy is shown in Table 4 before and after the

post-process removal of text, symbols and lines described in Section 6. Since manually digitized areas

include text, symbols and lines without distinction of LULC class, the values after post-processing

must be used for the procedure assessment. The difference of Kappa and accuracy between pre- and

post-processed maps reflects the complexity of their background: it is minimum for the cadaster

map, which contains only a few text string and parcel boundary lines, and it is maximum for the

IKFM, which has a very mixed background of text, contour lines and symbols. Table 4 shows a good

agreement between the results of the procedure and the control maps, with values for post-processed

maps of Kappa ranging from 0.96 to 0.97 and overall accuracy between 97% and 99%.
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Table 4. Values of Kappa and accuracy (% observed correct) for the classification of the cadaster map,

the Italian Kingdom Forest Map (IKFM) and the Map of the Potential Limit of the Forest in Trentino

(MPLFT) with the four voting systems, Simple Majority Vote (SMV), Simple Weighted Vote (SWV),

Best-Worst Weighted Vote (BWWV), Quadratic Best-Worst Weighted Vote (QBWWV), pre and post the

application of the r.fill.category module.

SMV SWV BWWV QBWWV
Map Kappa Accuracy Kappa Accuracy Kappa Accuracy Kappa Accuracy

Cadaster 0.945367 96.706618 0.952895 97.156840 0.949426 96.944917 0.949426 96.944917
Cadaster post 0.961574 97.727262 0.969815 98.212840 0.967224 98.058683 0.967224 98.058683

IKFM 0.552870 67.439228 0.551012 67.237156 0.553261 67.442162 0.553261 67.442162
IKFM post 0.887051 93.064664 0.892390 93.399099 0.892722 93.422756 0.892722 93.422756

MPLFT 0.727045 82.038126 0.745224 83.390072 0.745680 83.420707 0.745680 83.420707
MPLFT post 0.935200 96.101119 0.936114 96.152864 0.937423 96.264055 0.936315 96.165954

The lower values for the IKFM are explained by the difficulty in both the classification and filtering

phases due to the very complex background with many overlapped features representing different

LULC classes. The MPLFT map presents the additional complication of being printed using halftones,

with high color variability inside a single segment.

These results mark a definitive improvement over the use of Maximum Likehood Classification

(unsupervised, supervised or supervised contextual) on similar maps [48], making the application of

(semi) automatic classification a viable approach to the digitalization of heritage maps. The values for

Kappa after post-processing are significantly higher than those reported for the forest class in [22].

8. Conclusions

This study provides an assessment of the application of standard OBIA procedures for the

semi-automatic digitalization of heritage maps. Notably, this approach can be applied to heterogeneous

sets of map using the same workflow, with the obvious care of evaluating the proper segmentation and

classification parameters for each set. The text and symbol removal technique developed during this

research has proved effective and enhances considerably the quality of the resulting maps, as shown

in Table 4.

The next step in the development will be the study of the feasibility of the application of this

techniques to large datasets, where a map is comprised of a hundred or a thousand map sheets.

The main challenge is the reliability of the use of a single training set, based on one map sheet, for the

classification of the whole dataset. Tests carried out on aereal images are encouraging, but more

specific trials must be performed.

A new procedure is under development for identifying and counting symbols in each area, adding

the type of symbol and the number of times it is found inside each area as attributes to the output

vector map. A further future development involves the automatic creation of labels by identifying

words on the map using word spotting techniques [74], with the creation of an additional vector layer

containing toponyms and labels.

All the software used in this research, including modules developed ad hoc, is available as Free

and Open Source Software in public repositories. Two of the maps analyzed, the “Historical Cadaster

Map for the Province of Trento” and the 1936 “Italian Kingdom Forest Map”, are available under a

Creative Commons license on the Web [3,36]. The 1992 “Map of the potential limit of the forest in

Trentino” has been digitized and georeferenced for the first time during this study: consultations are

under way with the copyright holder with the aim to make it available under a Creative Commons

license. The availability of both software and input maps with open licenses makes it possible to check

the results and easily extend the methods presented in this paper to other datasets.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BWWV Best-Worst Weighted Vote

CC Compact Circle

CS Compact Square

DPI Digit Per Inch

DT Decision Tree

EPSG European Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG Geodetic Parameter Set)

FD Fractal Dimension

GCP Ground Control Point

GIS Geographic Information System

GPL Gnu Public License

FOSS Free and Open Source Software

IGMI Istituto Geografico Militare Italiano (Italian Military Geografic Institute)

IKFM Italian Kingdom Forest Map

k-NN k-Nearest-Neighbor classifier

LULC Land Use/Land Cover

MLP Multi-Layer Perceptron

MPLFT Map of the Potential Limit of the Forest in Trentino

NB Naive Bayesian classifier

OBIA Object-Based Image Analysis

OCR Optical Character Recognition

QBS Query-By-String

QBWWV Quadratic Best-Worst Weighted Vote

SA Spatial Autocorrelation

SMV Simple Majority Vote

SVM Support Vector Machine

SWV Simple Weighted Vote

USPO Unsupervised Segment Parameter Optimization

VW intra-object Variance Weighted by object size
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